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ABSTRACT 

This thesis describes the design and implementation of a structured knowledge repre

sentation scheme within an object-oriented environment. The knowledge representation 

scheme is based on the system entity structure (SES), a labeled tree-like graph which 

can be used to represent families of systems. The object-oriented environment is the 

Knowledge Representation for Object-oriented Simulation (KROS). 

A brief introduction to these two systems is made and a design of an automated model 

structuring system based on them is discussed. 

A detailed example based on a visual flight simulation graphical display system (GDS) 

is developed to demonstrate features of the model structuring system and show its utility. 

The SES has been implemented within KROS and does contribute formal ideas for 

decomposing systems. Implementing the SES within KROS allowed the use of the object-

oriented methodology that KROS provides for algorithm implementation. The standard

ization provided by the Common LISP language allows the resulting system to be used 

on a variety of machines. 
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CHAPTER 1 

SYSTEM DESIGN AND AUTOMATED SYSTEM 

STRUCTURING 

1.1 System Design 

System design is essentially a problem-solving process. The system can be thought 

of as a way of intervening in the world to achieve certain goals. Real-world problems, 

however, have two components: a controllable part and a part that is not controllable 

[30]. Intervention must be limited to the controllable portion of the problem. The effect 

of intervention is made uncertain due to the interaction of the controllable with the 

uncontrollable parts. 

Knowledge of the uncontrollable parts of the problem can increase the certainty of 

assessing the effects of interaction. Models can encode such knowledge. Models, therefore, 

are an aid to the system designer by providing feedback concerning the efficacy of a design 

method. 

System design is a time-consuming, error-prone process. Modeling can act to reduce 

the error by supplying a test of the design [30]. Computer-based systems for design 

can reduce the time required to create and test new designs [17]. Automated modeling 
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techniques can augment these design systems and provide a means of reducing the error 

and time required in the system design process. 

Problems with low complexity can have solutions implemented as a single monolithic 

unit. As the complexity of the problem increases, monolithic solutions become increasingly 

impractical. Instead, the problem must be decomposed into independent units that, 

together, represent the original task. These tasks may be then addressed separately to 

solve the original problem [12]. There is a distinct advantage in decomposing the models to 

match the objectives of these smaller problems if the resulting set of models can represent 

the total solution [30]. Information is required, not only to show how the models match 

with the problem decomposition, but also how the models may be combined to represent 

the entire solution. 

A formal representation method can aid in the process of implementing a computer-

based tool for system decomposition. In the following section, a representation method 

and an object-oriented tool for implementing computer systems will be discussed. 

1.2 Motivation 

In the section above, a rationale for automatic system model structuring was develo, 1. 

An important requirement for the model structuring process is knowledge about the 

system taxonomy, decomposition and how the system components may be combined to 

form a viable system. A formal means of representing this knowledge exists in the form 

of the System Entity Structure (SES) [30]. 
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The SES can be used to ease the process of describing a system. In addition, by 

associating simulation models with system subcomponents in the SES, the SES can be 

used to specify how a simulation model of a system will be organized. 

A superset of the SES, the Frames and Rule Associated System Entity Structure 

(FRASES), details methods used to represent the SES within a computer system [10]. 

The resulting structure is hierarchical and allows knowledge for pruning and synthesis of 

a system to be organized within this structure. FRASES allocates storage for information 

about simulation models and system requirements and constraints. This makes FRASES 

a useful tool in simulation studies. 

An implementation of the SES was developed for the Texas Instruments Explorer in 

Scheme (a LISP dialect) [3]. The software is based on a visual tree approach, with strong 

dependancies on the graphical user interface provided by that machine. An innovation 

of the implementation is the weakening of the axioms of the SES to allow recursion in 

decomposition. 

Neither the SES nor FRASES specify a methodology (such as structured program

ming) for their implementation. A methodology that promises great advantages is an 

object-based representation. These advantages include data encapsulation, modularity 

and inheritance [19]. 

KROS is a computer software tool designed to support object-based artificial intelli

gence applications [1]. It was developed and is being used by the McDonnell Douglas 

company. KROS is based on artificial intelligence techniques such as frames, objects, 

and inheritance between objects. It is written in Common LISP programming language 
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[26]. The standardization within Common LISP allows KROS to be run on a variety of 

machines and operating system environments. 

Thus, the SES provides a knowledge representation for model structure while the 

KROS system provides a base for the implementation of the SES. Together, these two 

can form a tool to aid the designer in organizing a family of possible system configurations. 

Our implementation of the SES thus differs from the previous implementation [3] in 

three important respects: (i) the software tools used in our implementation are based on 

the object-oriented paradiem with the advantages noted, (ii) the use of Common LISP 

makes the system portable across a variety of machines and operating systems, (iii) the 

original axioms of the SES are used to develop a structure verification mechanism. 

In the following chapters, KROS and the SES will be further explored for the purpose 

of developing a means of linking them. 
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CHAPTER 2 

SYSTEM ENTITY STRUCTURE DESCRIPTION 

The system entity structure is a quantification of techniques and concepts used to 

capture the structure of families of systems. 

2.1 Relationships used in describing families of systems 

To represent the family of possible design configurations, a structure must be used 

that embodies the capability of storing knowledge about the following three relationships: 

decomposition, taxonomy, and coupling [30]. 

Decomposition - The manner in which an entity may be decomposed into parts. Each 

of these parts would clearly not be the original entity. Yet, all the parts together 

can be assembled in some manner to form the original entity. 

Taxonomy - The manner in which a given entity may have varieties or subgroups. Each 

of these varieties would clearly differ from all of the other varieties in some manner 

important to the design, yet each variety must be capable of replacing the original 

entity in the design. 

Coupling - The criteria that result in the successful construction of a model from its 

components of decomposition. 
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2.2 System Entity Structure 

The system entity structure (SES) is a knowledge representation scheme based on a 

tree-like graph encompassing the system boundaries and decompositions that have been 

conceived for the system. There are three major types of nodes in a SES: entities, spe

cializations, and aspects. 

An entity is a conceptual part of the system. Specialization refers to a method of clas

sifying an entity into subgroups, each of which satisfy the criteria for the entity. Aspect 

refers to a method of decomposing the entity into a set of disjoint parts that can be assem

bled to form the entity. A special form of an aspect is the multiple-decomposition. The 

multiple-decomposition refers to a decomposition of a group entity into individual mem

bers of that group. The group entity which is decomposed by a multiple-decomposition 

always has an associated variable to indicate the number of entities in the group. Entity, 

specialization, aspect, and multiple-decomposition nodes can have attributes represented 

by attached variable types. 

The system entity structure satisfies the following axioms [30]: 

1. Uniformity - any two nodes that have the same labels have identical variable types 

and isomorphic structures. 

2. Strict Hierarchy - no label appears more than once down any path of the tree. 

3. Alternating Mode - each node has one of two possible modes. A node's children must 

not have the same mode as their parent. Entities have one mode, specializations, 
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aspects and multiple-decompositions have another. An entity can have specializa

tions, multiple-decompositions or aspects as children but not another entity. An 

aspect could have entities as children but not an aspect, multiple-decomposition or 

a specialization. 

4. Valid brothers - no two brother nodes can have the same label. 

5. Attached variables - no two variables attached to the same node have the same 

name. 

2.2.1 Visual Flight Simulation Graphical Display System (GDS) 

An SES of of a visual flight simulation graphical display system (GDS), illustrating 

concepts developed in the previous section, is shown in figure 2.1. Flight simulation sys

tems that use visual cues as the dominant cue require a display subsystem that produces 

the pilot's view. The visual flight simulation graphical display system (GDS) is a partic

ular version of this subsystem. An explanation of the terms used in the SES is given in 

table 2.1. 

The GDS entity is decomposed into RT (real-time), DEVELOP (development) and 

COMMON (common to both uses) by the USAGE aspect. Since a GDS can be speci

fied for real-time, development or both, the RT and DEVELOP entities have multiple-

decompositions RT-MD and DEVELOP-MD that form RT# and DEVELOP# entities. 

The COMMON entity is decomposed by the COMMON ASP aspect into the DISPLAY 

and CPU entities. RT# is further decomposed by two aspects, RT HARDWARE ASP 

and RT SOFTWARE ASP. The RT SOFTWARE ASP decomposes RT# into RT 0. S., 
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GRAPHICS MODEL, RT INTERFACE MONITOR, and FLIGHT CONTROL MONI

TOR. RT O. S. is categorized by the specialization RT O. S. SPEC into VAXELN and 

CUSTOM. 

The SES represents the structural information about a system in a hierarchical and 

modular manner. It does not, however, support the management of procedural knowledge. 

A method of performing this task has been developed and is discussed in the following 

section. 

2.3 Frames and Rule Associated System Entity Structure (FRASES) 

FRASES is a superclass of the system entity structure [9]. It provides a method for 

combining the declarative and procedural knowledge required for system design into a 

hierarchical and modular representation. 

The basic element of the FRASES structure is the Entity Information Frame (EIF). 

Each node of an SES structure (whether entity, specialization, aspect or multiple-decomposition) 

is associated with an EIF. An EIF is a frame [20, 28] containing the following slots: 

<M, ATT's, DSF, ESF, CRS, CH> 

where 

M: is the name of the simulation model specified for entity node 

ATT's: are the attributes of the entity 

DSF: is the design experiment form, a specification for the component 

represented by the entity 
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Mode Function 
USAGE 
RT 
DEVELOP 
COMMON 

Decomposition by Usage 
Real Time Simulation System Entity 
Software Development System Entity 
Common (to both real time 
and development modes) Entity 

RT Hardware ASP 
RT Software ASP 
RT OS 
VAXELN 
CUSTOM 
Flight Controls 
Helmet Mounted Display 

RT Interface 
Graphics Model 

RT Interface Monitor 
Flight Control Monitor 

Decomposition of RT hardware 
Decomposition of RT software 
Real Time Operating System 
A real time operating system for VAX systems 
A custom designed real time operating system 
A set of pilot controls 
A fiber-optic display system mounted 
directly to the pilot's helmet 
An interface to a simulation network 
A database of the visual scenes to be used 
in the simulation 
Software to drive a simulation network interface 
Software to monitor the pilot's flight controls 

DEVELOP Hardware ASP 
DEVELOP Software ASP 
Network Interface 
DEVELOP OS 
DEVELOP Interface Protocol 
Graphical Languages 

PHIGS 
CORE 
3D-GMR 

Decomposition of development hardware 
Decomposition of development software 
An interface to a local area network 
Software Development System operating system 
Software Protocol for local area network 
Software for the development of graphical 
applications 
A graphical language (standardized) 
A graphical language (available on Megatex cpus) 
A graphical language (available on Apollo cpus) 

10000 
Sigma 70 
VAXstation 3520 

Apollo 10000 processor 
Megatex Sigma 70 processor 
VAX Workstation 

Table 2.1: Explanation of terms used in the GDS SES structure. 
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ESF: is the experimental specification form, simulation requirements 

for the model of the entity 

CRS: are production rules for pruning and model synthesis 

CH: are pointers to other FRASES nodes 

The name slot (M) provides the method to gain access to the simulation model asso

ciated with an object. A corresponding model is defined in the model base. 

ATT's are attributes used to characterize the static and dynamic properties of the 

associated objects. 

The Design Specification Form (DSF) is a slot used to store the specification of design 

constraints, objectives and criteria preferences. The contents of the DSF define system 

requirements that must be satisfied by the system being designed. For example in the 

SES example listed previously, a requirement might be that the frame display rate be 

greater or equal to 20 Hz. 

The Experimental Specification Form (ESF) is used to accept the specification of 

simulation requirements such as an arrival process, a workload process, or simulation 

controls. A possible set of requirements could be to run a simulation for 25 time units 

and define an input function to be a unit step. 

The Constraint Rules (CR) slot contains knowledge in the form of production rules. 

These rules are used to prune a family of systems to a static system structure and to 

synthesize a viable system from the available components. Selection rules are associated 

with specialization nodes and synthesis rules are linked to aspect nodes. Refering to figure 

2.1 the MASS STORAGE SPEC might have the following rule associated with it, 
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DSF: Frame-rate >= 20 Hz 

CH: USAGE-ASP 

Vame: GPS 

ATTs: Req-use: RT 

Budget: High 

Enduser: Military 

Figure 2.2: An example Entity Information Frame (EIF) for entity GDS 

'(if (req-use is real-time) 

then (small is selected)). 

The CH slot links each node in the FRASES structure to its parents and children. In 

figure 2.1, the MASS STORAGE SPEC is linked to its parent, MASS STORAGE, and 

its children SMALL, MEDIUM and LARGE. 

An example EIF frame is shown in figure 2.2. The EIF shown is for the entity GDS. 

FRASES exploits the flexibility available to production rules, the modularity and effi

ciency inherent in a frame system and the hierarchical nature of the system entity structure 

to provide a powerful tool to support system design [24]. The next chapter introduces 

the Knowledge Representation for Object-oriented Simulation (KROS) as a means of 

implementing FRASES. 
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CHAPTER 3 

KNOWLEDGE REPRESENTATION FOR 

OBJECT-ORIENTED SIMULATION (KROS) 

KROS is a frame-based representation system developed by McDonnell Douglas Space 

Systems Company [1]. It is designed to support object-based artificial intelligence appli

cations. 

KROS supports: 

1. A tangled hierarchy of multiple inheritance. An object in KROS can inherit at

tributes from more than one parent. 

2. A unified interface with the frame system based on TELL and ASK functions. All 

messages are delivered to the appropriate object via the functions TELL and ASK 

(these are equivalent). 

3. A suite of predefined base messages1 provided as an interface to the underlying 

frame system. There exists a large set of predefined messages that any object can 

inherit. 

'The KROS manual[l] refers to both a command invocation and the actual implementation of that 
command as 'messages'. Common terminology defines a message as a means of invoking a command and 
a method as the implementation of the command 
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4. Inheritance restricted along relations and attributes defined by the developer. The 

user can instruct an object to inherit an attribute over a unique relation and if 

desired make this inheritance relation distinct for each attribute. 

5. A facility for asserting relations and their inverses. The developer can create new 

relations as needed. 

6. The ability to define messages which are then converted to LISP and added to the 

LISP environment. Messages and demons are LISP macros. The result is that they 

are available for use in the LISP environment. 

KROS is an object-oriented system and, therefore, provides structures, functions and 

messages to allow the systematic creation of objects and methods to manipulate objects 

once they are created. 

3.1 KROS System Objects 

A KROS object has two levels of structure: the abstract logical structure, and the 

concrete physical structure. 

The logical structure is implemented as a frame. The frame has six important compo

nents: the object unique ID, type, slots, messages, Hierarchically Structured Knowledge 

Base (HSKB) rules, and relations to other objects. A template for this logical structure is 

shown in figure 3.1. The unique ID provides the means to access an object. Type may be 

class or instance. Slots are three-dimensional data structures consisting of a slot name, a 

facet type and a set of one or more values. The facet types are a number of predefined 

names which carry meaning about the slot value [1]. Messages are procedures that cause 
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Relations 

Messages Rules 

Figure 3.1: Logical structure of a KROS object 

an object to query or modify its data structures. HSKB rules are a means of associating 

knowledge about objects in a hierarchical fashion. Relations are logical links to other 

objects. More details about these components will be provided in later sections. 

The physical structure is more complex. There are six distinct components: a frame 

structure, a master hash table, a slot hash table, a message hash table, an HSKB hash 

table, and an association list for each slot. In addition, each message and each HSKB 

rule is a KROS object. An example of the physical structure is shown in figure 3.2. 

The frame structure for each object has four components: 

Unique ID - an index into the master hash table. 

Slot Hash Table pointer - a pointer to the object's own slot hash table. 

Message Hash Table pointer - a pointer to the object's own message hash table. 

HSKB Rule Hash Table pointer - a pointer to the object's HSKB rule hash table. 

The master, slot, message and HSKB hash tables are symbol tables used to decrease 

access time for objects. All objects have an entry in the master hash table. Rather than 

searching a list of objects, the unique ID is used to compute the location of the entry in 
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KROS Master 
Hash Table GDS Slot Table GDS Slotl facets 

Slot 1 ((facetl value) 
(facet2 value) 

GDS Message 
Object 

GDS Message Table 
Message ID 

Message Body Message 1 
GDS Frame 
Object 

! Unique Id GDS 
NNMNNf 

GDS Slot table 

GDS HSKB Table GDS Message j 

GDS HSKB Rule 1 

GDS HSKB Rule 

Rule ID 

Rule Body 

Figure 3.2: Physical structure of a KROS object 
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KROS -Genealogy 

-Statistical-Objects 

Rule-Based-Objects 
Simulation-Objects 

Core-Objects 

'Attribute-Objects 

Database-Objects 

Library-Objects 

Figure 3.3: KROS system objects 

the hash table where a pointer to the object's frame is. Similarly, there exist hash tables 

for each object's slots, messages and HSKB rules to decrease access times for these items. 

User constructed objects in KROS are never built in complete isolation. All objects 

in KROS are tied to system objects via logical linkages called relations. To support this, 

system objects and relations exist. The top level of this structure is shown in figure 3.3. 

Most of the structure is provided for system functions, but the object GENEALOGY is 

provided specifically to be the parent of the user's object structure. 

Objects in the KROS system have one of two associated types: class or instance. The 

type of an object influences the relationships that the object has with other objects and 

properties of objects. 

The type of an object has an intrinsic meaning associated with it. A class object, for 

example, is a general prototype for its children. These children may inherit the same 

properties as the parent or they may incorporate some variation. A class object can be 

3.1.1 KROS System Object Types 
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c • AKO Kinds 

0 
Figure 3.4: An example of two objects linked by AKO - KINDS relations 

the parent and/or the child of another object. Class objects are automatically assigned 

their name as their unique identification. 

An instance object, however, is not a prototype. It never has child objects. It, too, 

can inherit characteristics from its parent or it can have some variation. Instance objects 

are assigned a unique identification that is based on their parent's name. 

3.1.2 KROS System Relations 

A relation is a link between two objects. These relations are defined for the system in 

pairs of inverses, for example, the relation pair AKO and KINDS. Relations are always 

used in pairs to link two objects. 

An example of how the relations are used is shown in figure 3.4. There is a direction 

associated with each relation. This directionality comes about in part because of the 

nature of the implementation of the relations. Relations are actually stored by slots of an 

object. For example, the objects A and B (shown in figure 3.4) have slots as as shown in 

figure 3.5. 

In addition, relations have meaning associated with them. The AKO slot in object B 

above indicates that B is a kind of or a variety of object A. The KINDS slot of object A 
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Unique ID: B 

slot: AKO 

facet: ALLOF 

value 

KINDS 

ALLOF 

value: B 

Figure 3.5: Slot linking objects A and B (shown in figure 3.4) 

indicates that there are varieties of A (in this case B is the only one) and that A is the 

parent of B. 

3.1.3 KROS System Messages 

Typically, objects are manipulated in KROS by the use of messages. A message has 

the following format: 

(tell/ask object-unique-id message-name [parameters if required]) 

The object is referenced by its unique-id. 

A simple message is DESCRIBE-YOURSELF. This message asks an object to list all 

of its slots (or attributes) without inheritance. A typical use of this message is 

(tell 'genealogy 'describe-yourself) 

The GENEALOGY object would respond as in figure 3.6. 

This example of the DESCRIBE-YOURSELF message in figure 3.6 illustrates the 

power of the KROS system. The original DESCRIBE-YOURSELF message was created 

and tied to the top object in the KROS system, KROS. This message is applicable to 
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*<frame: GENEALOGY> 

:unique-id GENEALOGY 

:slot RELATIONS 

:facet ALL-OF :value (KINDS AKO) 

:slot TYPE 

:facet IS :value CLASS 

:slot AKO 

:facet ALL-OF :value (#<frame: KROS>) 

:slot NAME 

:facet IS :value GENEALOGY 

:slot KINDS 

:facet ALL-OF :value (#<frame: SES-R00T>) 

Figure 3.6: Example use of KROS DESCRIBE-YOURSELFmessage 

each succeeding generation of KROS objects automatically, including every object the 

user might create. 

3.1.4 HSKB rules 

The HSKB facility allows rules to be associated with objects created in the KROS 

system. The rules follow many of the conventions of object-oriented systems: they are 

created and assigned via messages to objects, they may be inherited, they are activated 

by messages to objects. 

3.1.5 Inheritance 

Inheritance in KROS is controlled by relationship. Slots values, messages and HSKB 

rules may all be inherited. However, there is some variation in the way these items can 

apply inheritance. 
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Messages and HSKB rules, if inherited, are inherited over the AKO relation. Inheri

tance may be turned off for messages and HSKB rules. If this is done, only those messages 

and rules specifically assigned to the object are available. 

By default, an object does not inherit slot values. If inheritance for a slot is selected, 

it will default to those objects to which the object is linked by an AKO relation. Finally, 

an object may inherit a slot over a non-AKO relation. A slot will not consider more than 

a single relationship path for inheritance. 
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CHAPTER 4 

SYSTEM STRUCTURING IN KROS 

In the previous two chapters, the SES and KROS were discussed briefly. In this chapter, 

a design for merging the system entity structure with KROS is developed. The resulting 

system will provide a method for model structuring. 

4.1 SES-KROS System Decomposition 

In our design, we have applied top-down design techniques [12]. Beginning with a task 

description that is general and abstract and, through a process of successive refinement, 

respecifying the task in more and more specific and concrete terms, results in a set of 

tasks that can be implemented as code. 

An important component of the design process is the description of the possible modes 

of the model acquisition. There are three distinct modes used in manipulating an SES. 

• Building and Modifying an SES - This mode specifically addresses the construction 

of a new SES in KROS or modifying an existing structure. 

• Storage and Retrieval of an SES - This mode addresses the need to store or retrieve 

from storage an existing SES in KROS. 
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Mode Function 
Build and Modify Create SES Node 

Delete SES Node 
Add Attributes 
Delete Attributes 

Store and Retrieve Save SES Structure 
Retrieve SES Structure 

Display Display SES structure 
Display SES node 
Save an SES Display 

Table 4.1: SES functions associated with the major modes of model acquisition. 

• Displaying an SES - This mode addresses the need to display all or part of an 

existing SES in KROS. 

Each of these modes was subdivided into more detailed and specific tasks as shown in 

Table 4.1. 

4.2 Mapping the SES onto KROS data structures 

A FRASES entity information frame has 6 major components, <M, ATT's, DSF, ESF, 

CRS, CH>, as mentioned in chapter 2. The KROS object has six major components: 

unique ID, type, slots, messages HSKB rules and relations to other objects. A mapping 

from FRASES to the KROS logical object is shown in figure 4.1. 

FRASES clearly intends the name slot (M) to be the principal means of accessing an 

EIF. The KROS unique ID also fills this requirement. The FRASES components ATT's, 

DSF, and ESF are clearly information storage areas for the node. The KROS slots have 

the flexibility to hold these classes of information. 
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FRASES KROS 

Unique ID 

Relations 

Messages 

HSKB Rules 

fggllf 

Figure 4.1: FRASES to KROS mapping 

Two mappings that are not as clear perhaps are, CRS to KROS slots and CH to KROS 

relations. The constraint rules (CRS) would seem to be an obvious match with HSKB 

rules. The HSKB rules proved to be inadequate for the task of pruning the SES due to the 

lack of a distinct inference engine. The inference engine was implemented with additional 

code [11]. The approach used stores the knowledge about selection and synthesis as slot 

values. Each rule would be stored as a separate slot of the object it is associated with. 

The rule has two major components: a set of premises and a set of conclusions. There 

were three major types of rules developed: selection rules (used to choose one or more 

specializations), synthesis rules (used to establish if a particular configuration is valid) 

and quantity rules (to determine how many entities are associated with a multiple-entity). 

An example of these rules is listed below: 

(tell 'mass-storage-spec 'add-ses-attribute 

'rule-l 'is 
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'(if (req-use is real-time) then (small is selected))). 

This selection rule is associated with the object MASS STORAGE SPEC. The rule selects 

SMALL for MASS STORAGE if the required use is a real time system. 

A means of representing the linkage between nodes in the SES structure was required. 

KROS provides relations for this purpose and a variety of support functions for relations in 

the system. FRASES provides the CH slot. There are fundamental differences between 

KROS relations and the CH slot of FRASES however. KROS relations are explicitly 

paired and they carry more intrinsic meaning then the CH slot [1]. KROS relations do 

not simply point from one object to another, they indicate how an object is related to 

another. The CH slot functions as a simple pointer. To use the KROS relations, it was 

necessary to describe the relations inherent in the SES structure. A set of six pairs of new 

relationships were developed to model the relationships in a SES tree, as shown in figure 

4.2. Relation pair 1, for example, not only links two nodes, but describes the relationship 

between an entity and its child which is a specialization. This relationship is different from 

relation pair 3 (which describes the relationship between an entity and its child which is 

an aspect) because there is a logical difference between an aspect and a specialization and 

the relations reflect this difference. Relation pair 1 is also different from relation pair 2 

because there is a logical difference in whether an entity is the child or the parent of a 

specialization. 

A subset of the GDS structure is shown with the relationship pairs circled in figure 4.3. 

Relation pair 1 (connecting GDS and USAGE ASP) indicates that a GDS entity may be 

decomposed by the method in which the GDS is to be used. Relation pair 4 shows that 
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Relation pair 3 
Relation pair 1 

SI A2 

Relation pair 2 

ESll ES12 EA22 EA21 
Relation pair 4 

MD-EA22 

Relation pair 5 EA22# 

Relation pair 6 

Figure 4.2: A sample SES tree with relationships indicated 
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Relation pair 3 

Relation pair 4 

Relation pair 5 -

Relation pair 6 

USAGE 

RT# 
Relation pair 3 — " (J) 

Relation pair 4 

Relation pair i r l /  

RT 

RT 
SOFTWARE 
ASP 

RT 
O.S. 

O.S. 
SPEC 

Relation pair 2 ' " 7TP) 

VAXELN CUSTOM 

Figure 4.3: GDS structure and the new relations required 

RT is one of the components of GDS when the GDS is decomposed by the USAGE ASP. 

Relation pair 5 shows that RT is a multiple entity (having zero or more components) that 

is decomposed by the multiple decomposition RT-MD. This SES structure means that a 

GDS, decomposed by USAGE, has zero or more components of type RT. 

The SES nodes have more variation in type than the KROS objects (entity, specializa

tion, aspect and multiple-decomposition versus class and instance), therefore, a new slot 

called ses-type was formed to indicate the type of an SES-KROS object. 
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Type: class 

Relations 

AKO: entities Req use 
Budget 
Enduser 
ses-t 

SES-HAS-ASP: USAGE ASP 

SKB Rules 

Figure 4.4: GDS entity mapped into a KROS logical structure 

An example of this new mapping is shown in figure 4.4. The object has no rules 

associated with it since it is not a specialization, aspect or multiple-decomposition node. 

It is related to its child USAGE ASP by the relation SES-HAS-ASP. It also has a KROS 

system relation AKO relating it to the system node ENTITIES. 

The SES structures would be located, as are all user objects in KROS, as children of 

the object GENEALOGY. The location of the SES structures within the KROS object 

structure is shown in figure 4.5. 

The structure shown in figure 4.5 has a number of advantages: 1) the common par

ent, SES-ROOT, provides a point to hang SES specific messages which must be available 

to all SES objects, 2) the subclasses ENTITIES, SPECIALIZATIONS, ASPECTS and 

MULTIPLE-DECOMPOSITIONS provide a means of providing messages which are spe

cific to entities, aspects, specializations or multiple-decompositions. 
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| KROS | 

SES-ROOT 

I Multiple-Decompositions Entitles 

All user 
multiple-
decompositions 

All user entitles 

Figure 4.5: SES objects within the KROS object structure 

4.3 Summary of changes to the KROS system 

The approach used existing KROS messages to map SES structures onto the KROS 

structure. KROS functions and messages would continue to operate on this structure. 

New tools would be developed as needed to aid the process of building and manipulating 

the SES. 

This method involved using only KROS structures and tools to build the SES. Figure 

4.6 illustrates this method. The KROS objects would gain an additional logical definition. 

A KROS object could be either an entity or a method of decomposing an entity. 

The advantages of this method were that the amount of new code to be written could 

be small. Instead of a vast array of new functions and structures, only new combinations 
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KROS Master 
Hash Table 

GDS Frame 
Object 

GDS Slot Table :UniqueID GDS 

!GDS Slot table 
Req use 

USAGE | GDS Message 

iGDS HSKB 

GDS Req use facets 

((is nil) 
(default hybrid) 1 

USAGE Frame 
Object 

! Unique ID 

| Slot Table 

i Message Table 

•HSKB Table 

USAGE Slot Table USAGE Slotl facets 

iTl Slotl ((is nil) 
(default nil) 
•••) ] 

Figure 4.6: Using existing KROS structures to hold SES frames 
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of existing KROS functions and structures would be used. The resulting structures would 

be compatible with the KROS system. This compatibility would extend so far as to make 

most KROS functions not only work with the SES objects, but to maintain a consistent 

meaning for the results of the function between the standard KROS objects and the SES 

objects. 

Additional functions and messages were added to the KROS structure to enable the 

support of SES structures and rudimentary automated error-checking as those structures 

are constructed. These changes are summarized in the following sections. 

4.3.1 System Structure 

New system objects: 

SES-ROOT - a class object, an instance of GENEALOGY. This object marks the upper 

boundary of the new objects in the KROS system. All of SES-ROOT's ancestors 

are standard KROS objects. All of SES-ROOT's children are new to KROS. SES-

ROOT is linked to its children by the KROS relation pair AKO—KINDS. 

ENTITIES - a class object, an instance of SES-ROOT. This object is the parent of every 

object in the user-defined SES structure that has the ses-type entity. ENTITIES is 

linked to its children by the KROS relation pair AKO—KINDS. Each of its children 

is also a class object. 

ASPECTS - a class object, an instance of SES-ROOT. This object is the parent of every 

object in the user-defined SES structure that has the ses-type asp. ASPECTS is 
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linked to its children by the KROS relation pair AKO-KINDS. Each of its children 

is also a class object. 

SPECIALIZATIONS - a class object, an instance of SES-ROOT. This object is the 

parent of every object in the user-defined SES structure that has the ses-type spec. 

SPECIALIZATIONS is linked to its children by the KROS relation pair AKO— 

KINDS. Each of its children is also a class object. 

MULTIPLE-DECOMPOSITIONS - a class object, an instance of SES- ROOT. This 

object is the parent of every object in the user-defined SES structure that has the 

ses-type md. MULTIPLE-DECOMPOSITIONS is linked to its children by the 

KROS relation pair AKO—KINDS. Each of its children is also a class object. 

4.3.2 System Relations 

There are twelve new relations added to the KROS system linked in six pairs. 

SES-SPEC-OF-ENTITY—SES-HAS-SPEC - These two relations connect an ob

ject with ses-type entity to its child, an object with ses-type spec. These relations 

implement relation pair 1 in figure 4.3. 

SES-MEMBER-OF-SPEC—SES-SPEC-HAS-ENTITY - These two relations con

nect an object with ses-type spec to its child, an object with ses-type entity. These 

relations implement relation pair 2 in figure 4.3. 

SES-ASP-OF-ENTITY—SES-HAS-ASP - These two relations connect an object 

with ses-type entity to its child, an object with ses-type asp. These relations imple

ment relation pair 3 in figure 4.3. 
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SES-MEMBER-OF-ASP—SES-ASP-HAS-ENTITY - These two relations con

nect an object with ses-type asp to its child, an object with ses-type entity. These 

relations implement relation pair 4 in figure 4.3. 

SES-MD-OF-ENTITY—SES-HAS-MD - These two relations connect an object with 

ses-type entity to its child, an object with ses-type md. These relations implement 

relation pair 5 in figure 4.3. 

SES-MEMBER-OF-MD—SES-MD-HAS-ENTITY - These two relations connect 

an object with ses-type md to its child, an object with ses-type entity. These 

relations implement relation pair 6 in figure 4.3. 

4.3.3 System Messages 

SHOW-SES-STRUCTURE - This message is attached to the object SES-ROOT and 

inherited by its children. It prints an object, its ses-type and the associated SES 

sub-structure. 

ADD-SES-ATTRIBUTE - This message is attached to the object SES-ROOT and 

inherited by its children. It adds a slot - facet - value triple to an object. It can 

replace the value of an existing slot - facet - value triple if the 'replace' keyword is 

not nil. 

DELETE-SES-ATTRIBUTE - This message is attached to the object SES-ROOT 

and inherited by its children. It deletes a value, a facet, or even an entire slot from 

an object. 
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ADD-SES-NODE - This message is attached to the object SES-ROOT and inherited by 

its children. It creates a new object, assigns it a name, an ses-type, an ses-parent, 

and, if given, attributes. (An object which has an ses-parent of nil is assumed 

by later software to be a root object of the SES user structure.) This message 

automatically generates entities of multiple decomposition and also incorporates 

SES axiom validation. This means that prior to a node being added to the SES 

structure it is tested against the axioms (listed in section 2.2) with respect to the 

existing SES structure. For example, if a node to be added would share a name with 

an existing node then it must be the same SES-TYPE (whether entity, asp, spec or 

md), have the same substructure, the same attached variables, obey strict hierarchy, 

and must fit the criteria of alternating modes. These criteria are all verified prior to 

adding a node and if a node fails, a brief listing is printed describing which axiom 

was violated. 

DELETE-SES-STRUCTURE - This message, attached to the ses-root and its chil

dren, deletes the node and its all its substructure. 

WRITE-SES-STRUCTURE - This message, attached to the ses-root and its children, 

writes the node and its ses-substructure to a file in text format. 

4.3.4 Modifications of KROS system functions 

The KROS system is not a pure object-oriented system but a hybrid in some ways 

similar to C++ [19]. This duality in its nature causes some reliance upon functions as 

operators. These functions, which unlike messages, are not linked to objects but are 
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nonetheless necessary to the operation of the tools due to limitations in the manner in 

which objects can store the messages. The following functions were written to overcome 

incompatibilities between the KROS system and the SUN Common LISP environment 

[27, 26]. 

OUTFILE - This function is a direct replacement for a KROS system function. The 

function is used to open a file. The file will then be used to store the LISP version 

of the SES structure. 

INVERSE-P - This function is a direct replacement for a KROS system function. The 

original crashes, on the SUN, if the parameter is a member of the list of currently 

defined inverse relations. 

SAVE-SES - This function is a substitution for the existing KROS function: SAVE-KB. 

The original has conditional reads that seem to indicate machine dependence. This 

function saves only the portion of the system at or below SES-ROOT. User struc

tures that are not children of SES-ROOT would require some other method of 

preservation. This also requires that the KROS system be loaded prior to load

ing the saved SES knowledge base. The knowledge base is saved as unadulterated 

KROS system commands. Therefore, no error-checking is performed as the knowl

edge base is reloaded. This may cause problems if the saved knowledge base file is 

modified. 
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CHAPTER 5 

VISUAL FLIGHT SIMULATION GRAPHICAL 

DISPLAY SYSTEM (GDS) 

This GDS is to be an example application of the SES to a system. The description 

that follows was used to formulate a family of systems. The family of systems was entered 

as an SES in the enhanced KROS system. The commands used to accomplish this are 

listed in the Appendix. 

5.1 Introduction to Flight Simulation 

The objective of a flight simulator is to reproduce the behavior of an aircraft in-flight. 

In particular, the type of simulator described here involves the design and operation 

of devices with low levels of abstraction and high levels of human involvement whose 

purpose is to simulate the behavior of an aerospace vehicle. Other methods of simulation, 

involving more abstraction and less human involvement, are used in aviation research and 

training. However, the form of flight simulation described here is the creation of a dynamic 

representation of an aircraft in a manner which allows a human operator to interact with 

the simulator as part of the simulation. In essence, this form of flight simulation creates 

an artificial reality in which a human operator plays a central role. 
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Figure 5.1: A decomposition of flight simulators 

Flight simulation is used to achieve three major goals [21]: (i) research in the impli

cations of design options without having to to build and test prototypes, (ii) evaluation 

of likely behavior of pilots in abnormal operating conditions, and (iii) the training of air

crews ranging from initial to advanced techniques. This range of goals drives a variety of 

simulation efforts. 

Flight simulation efforts can be broken into major subdivisions based on where the 

simulation is conducted, how many stimuli can be simulated and the types of stimuli to 

be simulated. These major subdivisions are shown in figure 5.1. 

In-flight simulators are aircraft whose flight characteristics have been modified to re

produce the characteristics of another aircraft. These simulators can provide the greatest 

fidelity of visual and motion cues [14]. Ground-based simulators can be decomposed into 

multiple-cue and dominant-cue simulators [6]. Multiple-cue simulators provide two or 
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more stimuli with veracity to the pilot. These stimuli are typically visual and motion 

cues but may include or be replaced by manual control feedback and auditory cues as 

well. Dominant-cue simulators have one stimulus simulated with high veracity although 

other cues may be present in a limited form. Typically, dominant-cue simulators present 

visual or motion cues as the primary cue. 

Each of these simulator methods has major drawbacks [6]. In most cases, in-flight 

simulators cannot model the entire range of a new prototype's performance. There are 

physical limitations to the modifications that can be performed on an airframe and still 

maintain safety standards. Cost for these modifications are very high and the operating 

expenses are in the same order of magnitude of other aircraft. In addition, there is a level 

of risk for the pilot and operators that cannot be minimized simply because the simulation 

is based on an actual flight. Multiple-cue simulators have reduced fidelity compared to 

in-flight simulators. In addition, multiple-cue simulators which use motion as a major cue 

cannot model all the motion dynamics of many military aircraft. Dominant-cue simulators 

have limited validity in some situations simply because only one cue is presented with 

high fidelity to the pilot. 

The range of goals and the drawbacks and advantages inherent in each type of flight 

simulation allow room for all three of the major types of simulation [6]. In particular, 

visual dominant-cue flight simulators have importance in the evaluation of military aircraft 

and tactics in air combat situations [18]. Therefore, a visual dominant-cue flight simulator 

display system with advantages over current visual flight simulators display systems would 

be a desirable objective. 
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Conventional visual dominant-cue flight simulation display systems tend to be physi

cally large, complex systems with a very high cost per cockpit station [7]. These systems 

usually consist of a high speed mainframe computer processing the graphical model for 

the pilots view and a set of smaller computers monitoring the flight controls and driving 

the flight instruments. The graphics output devices and the cockpit mockup are housed 

in a large radius dome (> 15 feet) to provide the pilot with a realistic view of his air

craft's environment. In addition to the pilot flying the simulation, there is usually one 

technician, programmer or engineer supervising each major subsystem of the simulation. 

The complexity and the cost of the system rises with the requirements of multiple 

cockpit station simulations. In addition to the large amount of hardware required for 

each station to project a replica of the visual sensations of a single aircraft, there is 

an additional requirement of synchronization and concurrence in the flight models and 

graphical view. To simulate an interaction between two to ten aircraft is an extremely 

costly undertaking with conventional station hardware. 

5.2 Motivation for a Graphical Display Station (GDS) 

A need exists to simulate multiple aircraft in air combat encounters. The skills and 

talents of live pilots cannot be adequately duplicated by a machine intelligence. Therefore, 

a visual flight simulation environment is required for the pilots of these aircraft. Due to 

the recent development of commercial graphical workstations with graphic processing 

capabilities approaching or exceeding those of mainframes [25] and the development of 

helmet-mounted display systems that can effectively provide a full field of view without 
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the need for the large dome and graphical displays associated with it [18], a major change 

in visual display systems for visual flight simulation is warranted. The combination of 

these developments can reduce the physical size of the display system and the associated 

complexity. 

An additional need exists for an environment to aid in the development and rapid 

prototyping of graphical flight instrument displays such as the Multi-Function Display 

(MFD) formats and Heads-Up Display (HUD) formats [21]. These displays currently are 

developed under less than optimal conditions, often using the actual simulator displays 

for prototyping and debugging. The development process could be augmented by the use 

of commercially available software and graphic development tools. The construction of 

such a development environment has the additional advantage of helping to limit the use 

of full-scale cockpit simulation trials to those of final debugging and integration trials thus 

allowing a greater percentage of the run time of the full-scale cockpits for customer use. 

5.3 A summary of the Graphical Display Station 

A distributed knowledge base was developed to describe the conditions required to 

prune the GDS SES to form composition trees. This knowledge base is listed in Appendix 

C. 
One consultation session with the knowledge base might be as follows: 

••*** Selecting the number for value of " BUDGET 

((1 . LOW) (2 . MEDIUM) (3 . HIGH) (4 . YOU-DEFIIE) (5 . SHOW-FACTS)) ==> 3 

•>**+ Selecting the number for value of " POLY-PER-SEC 

((1 . MEDIUM) (2 . HIGH) (3 . LOW) (4 . YOU-DEFIIE) (5 . SHOW-FACTS)) ==> 2 
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" Rule#3 of PROCESSOR-SPEC Spec, is fired" 

"**• Selecting the number for value of " REq-USE 

((1 . REAL-TIME) (2 . DEVEL0PME1T) (3 . HYBRID) (4 . YOU-DEFIIE) (5 . SHOW-FACTS)) 
==> 1 

" Rule#l of MASS-STORAGE-SPEC Spec, is fired" 

» Rule#2 of CPU-ASP Asp. is fired" 

" Rulc#2 of RT-OS-SPEC Spec, is fired" 

" Rule#l of RT-SOFTWARE-ASP Asp. is fired" 

((IF ((REq-USE IS REAL-TIME) OR (REq-USE IS HYBRID)) THE! (RT IS 1)) (IF (REq-USE 

IS DEVELOPMENT) THEI (RT IS 0))) 

" Rule#l of RT-MD MD is fired" 

"*** Selecting the number for value of " REQ-DEC-COMPATIBILITY 

((1 . TRUE) (2 . FALSE) (3 . YOU-DEFIIE) (4 . SHOW-FACTS)) ==> 2 

" More than one rule being fired for DEVELOP-OS-SPEC Spec." 

"*** Selecting the number for value of " EID-USER 

((1 . MILITARY) (2 . DOIT-CARE) (3 . YOU-DEFIIE) (4 . SHOW-FACTS)) ==> i 

" Rule#i of PROGRAMMIIG-LAIG-SPEC Spec, is fired" 

((IF (EID-USER IS MILITARY) THEI (ADA IS 1)) (IF (EID-USER IS DOIT-CARE) THEI ((C 

IS 1) AID (FORTRAN IS 1)))) 

" Rule#l of PROG-LAIG-MD MD is fired" 

"*** Selecting the number for value of " GRAPHICAL-STANDARD 

((1 . REqUIRED) (2 . IOT-REqUIRED) (3 . YOU-DEFIIE) (4 . SHOW-FACTS)) ==> 2 

" Rule#4 of GRAPHICAL-LAIG-SPEC Spec, is fired" 

" Rule#2 of DEVELOP-IITERFACE-PROTOCOL-SPEC Spec, is fired" 

((IF ((REq-USE IS DEVELOPMENT) OR (REq-USE IS HYBRID)) THEI (DEVELOP IS 1)) (IF 

(REq-USE IS REAL-TIME) THEN (DEVELOP IS 0))) 

" Rule#2 of DEVELOP-MD MD is fired" 

» *** Show Pruned Tree? (y/n)" y 

GDS 

USAGE 

COMMON 

COMMOI-ASP 
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DISPLAY 

CPU 

CPU-ASP 

*10000 PROCESSOR 

•SMALL MASS-STORAGE 

KEYBOARD 

RT 

(CRT 1)) 

RT* 

RT-HARDVARE-ASP 

FLIGHT-COITROLS 

RT-IITERFACE 

HELMET-MOUITED-DISPLAY 

RT-SOFTWARE-ASP 

•CUSTOM RT-OS 

GRAPHICS-MODELS 

RT-IMTERFACE-MOIITOR 

FLIGHT-COITROL-MOIITOR 

DEVELOP 

((DEVELOP 0)) 

DEVELOP* 

DEVELOP-HARDVARE-ASP 

1ETW0RK-IITERFACE 

DEVELOP-SOFTWARE-ASP 

•UIIX DEVELOP-OS 

PROGRAMMIMG-LAKGUAGES 

((ADA 1)) 

•ADA PROGRAMMIIG-LAIGUAGES* 

•3D-GMR GRAPHICAL-LAIGUAGES 

•TCP-IP DEVELOP-IITERFACE-PROTOCOL 

A result of this consultation would be figure 5.2. In a real-time simulation role, the sta

tion will be used as a graphics generator and display station with flight control monitoring 

capability. The aircraft flight model will reside on another distinct computer. The GDS 

will communicate with the computer host of the flight model via a real-time interface. 
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Figure 5.2: GDS system pruned to a real-time configuration 

A variant of the GDS will provide a graphics software development environment which 

will include programming languages, compilers, and graphical libraries. Interface hard

ware and protocols will be provided to allow a capability for networking to existing com

puter systems for the transfer of programs and data. One possible consultation resulting 

in a development system is as follows: 

•>*** Selecting the number for value of " BUDGET 

((1 . LOW) (2 . MEDIUM) (3 . HIGH) (4 . YOU-DEFIIE) (6 . SHOW-FACTS)) ==> 2 

••*** Selecting the number for value of " POLY-PER-SEC 

((1 . MEDIUM) (2 . HIGH) (3 . LOW) (4 . YOU-DEFIIE) (5 . SHOW-FACTS)) ==> 3 

" Rule#4 of PROCESSOR-SPEC Spec, is fired" 

••*** Selecting the number for value of " REQ-USE 

((1 . REAL-TIME) (2 . DEVELOPMENT) (3 . HYBRID) (4 . YOU-DEFIIE) (5 . SHOW-FACTS)) 

" Rule#2 of MASS-STORAGE-SPEC Spec, is fired" 

" Rule#2 of CPU-ASP Asp. is fired" 

" Rule#2 of RT-OS-SPEC Spec, is fired" 

" Rule#l of RT-SOFTWARE-ASP Asp. is fired" 
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((IF ((REq-USE IS REAL-TIME) OR (REq-USE IS HYBRID)) THEI (RT IS 1)) (IF (REQ-USE 

IS DEVELOPMENT) THEI (RT IS 0))) 

" Rule#2 of RT-MD MD is fired" 

"*** Selecting the number for value of " REQ-DEC-COMPATIBILITY 

((1 . TRUE) (2 . FALSE) (3 . YOU-DEFIIE) (4 . SHOW-FACTS)) ==> 1 

" Rule#2 of DEVELOP-OS-SPEC Spec, is fired" 

"*** Selecting the number for value of " EID-USER 

((1 . MILITARY) (2 . DOIT-CARE) (3 . YOU-DEFIIE) (4 . SHOW-FACTS)) ==> 2 

" Rule#2 of PROGRAMMIIG-LAIG-SPEC Spec, is fired" 

((IF (EHD-USER IS MILITARY) THEI (ADA IS 1)) (IF (EID-USER IS DOIT-CARE) THEI ((C 

IS 1) AID (FORTRAI IS 1)))) 

" Rule#2 of PROG-LAIG-MD MD is fired" 

"*** Selecting the number for value of " GRAPHICAL-STAIDARD 

((1 . REQUIRED) (2 . IOT-REQUIRED) (3 . YOU-DEFIIE) (4 . SHOW-FACTS)) ==> 1 

" Rule#2 of GRAPHICAL-LAIG-SPEC Spec, is fired" 

" Rule#l of DEVELOP-IITERFACE-PROTOCOL-SPEC Spec, is fired" 

((IF ((REQ-USE IS DEVELOPMEIT) OR (REQ-USE IS HYBRID)) THEI (DEVELOP IS 1)) (IF 

(REQ-USE IS REAL-TIME) THE! (DEVELOP IS 0))) 

" Rule#l of DEVELOP-MD MD is fired" 

" *** Show Pruned Tree? (y/n)" y 

GDS 

USAGE 

C0MM0I 

COMMOI-ASP 

DISPLAY 

CPU 

CPU-ASP 

•SIGMA-70 PROCESSOR 

•MEDIUM MASS-STORAGE 

KEYBOARD 

RT 

((RT 0)) 

RT* 

RT-HARDWARE-ASP 
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FLIGHT-CONTROLS 

RT-INTERFACE 

HELMET-HOUNTED-DIS PLAY 

RT-SOFTWARE-ASP 

•CUSTOM RT-OS 

GRAPHICS-MODELS 

RT-INTERFACE-MONITOR 

FLIGHT-CONTROL-MONITOR 

DEVELOP 

((DEVELOP 1)) 

DEVELOP# 

DEVELOP-HARDWARE-ASP 

NETWORK-INTERFACE 

DEVELOP-SOFTWARE-ASP 

•UNIX DEVELOP-OS 

PROGRAMMING-LANGUAGES 

((C 1) (FORTRAN 1)) 

*C FORTRAN PROGRAMMING-LANGUAGES# 

•PHIGS GRAPHICAL-LANGUAGES 

•DECNET DEVELOP-INTERFACE-PROTOCOL 

A result of this consultation would be the SES shown in figure 5.3. 

The SES tree structure for the GDS is shown in figure 5.4. Rules that are used 

in pruning the GDS to these configurations shown in figures 5.2 and 5.3 are listed in 

Appendix C. 
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Figure 5.3: GDS system pruned to a development configuration 
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CHAPTER 6 

CONCLUSIONS 

A model structuring environment has been demonstrated in this thesis. Two important 

components form the basis of this environment: a formalism for the representation of 

systems (the System Entity Structure [SES]) and an object-oriented software environment 

(the Knowledge Representation for Object-oriented Simulation [KROS]). 

The SES provides a means of describing a system in terms of its decomposition, taxon

omy and coupling of components. It allows knowledge unique to a node to be associated 

directly with that node. Information that is common to multiple nodes can be stored with 

a common ancestor. KROS is used to implement the system. It provides qualities that 

are very useful in software development including inheritance and data encapsulation. 

A mapping from the SES formalism to the KROS object structure was developed and 

implemented. The mapping provides a logical method of implementing the SES within 

an object-oriented system. 

A detailed example based on a visual flight simulation graphical display system (GDS) 

was developed and implemented. Alternate configurations of this display system were 

explored. 
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On the basis of these investigations, the following topics are suggested for further 

research: 

1. Porting the SES system to other object-oriented environments that have the ad

vantages of graphical user interfaces and higher efficiency of memory usage and 

run-time. 

2. Development of methods to link the SES-KROS system to a simulation language so 

that the model structures can be used to automatically generate simulations. 

3. Development of a more-powerful and friendly user interface. 
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APPENDIX A 
A BRIEF INTRODUCTION TO THE SES - KROS 

SYSTEM 

The SES - KROS system is a superset of the KROS system. The SES system adds 
additional layers and system objects to the KROS structure and additional commands 
and messages to the KROS system. 

The SES structures and commands have a logical difference from the KROS commands 
because the SES has a different approach to system description. The KROS commands 
will operate on SES objects, however the results may not be sensible. 

A.l Loading the SES-KROS system 

In order to use the SES implementation, the KROS system files must first be loaded 
into the LISP environment. After this is completed, the SES file, ses-system.lisp, is loaded. 

To load KROS into the LISP environment, first start LISP then type the following 
LISP command at the prompt: 

LISP> (load "kros-load.lisp") 

Several WARNING messages may be printed to the screen during the loading process. 
Do not be alarmed. These messages are concerned with the manner in which KROS is 
made available to the user in the LISP environment. The result of the load will be to 
have the KROS system in the user "package" which is exactly the desired result. 

After KROS has completed loading the SES system made be loaded. This can be 
accomplished with the following LISP command: 

LISP> (load "ses-system.lisp") 

In some cases, several WARNING messages will be printed while the SES system file 
is loading. Do not be alarmed. These messages have to do with two items: the manner in 
which the SES system is made available to the user, and the redefinition of several KROS 
functions. None of these warnings affects the user's use of the SES-KROS system. 

When the SES system has completed loading a final message will be printed. 

To use the menu, type 

(main-loop) 

This message indicates that the SES system has successfully loaded and that the menu is 
available if desired. 
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A.2 Three methods of using the SES system 

There are three methods of using the commands of the SES system to build and save 
system structures. The methods are not mutually exclusive and so may be combined as 
the user sees fit to make the process of learning and using the SES system more accessible. 

The methods are: 

Batch - This method requires the creation of a text file containing SES system com
mands. The text is created using an text editor that has a mode that leaves no 
formatting commands within the file. 'EDT' under the 'VAX/VMS' environment 
or 'vi' under a 'UNIX' environment work well. The resulting file is loaded into the 
LISP environment after the KROS and SES system files have been loaded. This 
method allows the experienced user to quickly type in a large structure using the 
cut and paste facilities from the text editor. 
A disadvantage of this method is that there is no immediate check of the structure 
as it is typed in so that a mistake in the beginning of the text file can cause a 
cascade of errors when the file is loaded. 

LISP environment - This method involves the use of SES system commands and mes
sages within the LISP environment. The KROS and SES system files are first loaded 
then the SES commands are entered, one by one at the LISP> prompt. A advan
tage of this method is that each command is immediately executed so that any gross 
syntactic error is immediately obvious. Checks may be made on the structure as it 
is built to confirm that the structure is correct. 
The disadvantage of this method is that error checking for syntax is not performed. 
A violation of the syntax of the commands can "break" the system and it is possible 
to enter the LISP debugger. In almost all cases, you can exit the debugger and retry 
the command immediately. Refer to your system LISP manuals for information on 
exiting the LISP debugger. 

Menu - This method requires the use of the SES menu. The KROS and SES system 
files are loaded into the LISP environment and the command (main-loop) is typed 
at the LISP> prompt. The menu will be typed on the screen and a menu prompt 
will appear. The menu provides a list of options concerning the display, creation, 
modification and saving of SES system structures. It also provides a rigid format 
and user input checking for the novice user of the SES system. The disadvantage of 
this method is that only a subset of the SES commands are available through the 
menu and so building a large structure is somewhat slower with this method than 
with the others. 
The menu has the form shown in figure A.l. 
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Select one operation from the menu: 

0 -> Exit 

1 -> Create root entity of SES 

2 -> Add node to SES 

3 -> Add/revise attributes 

to the focus node 

4 -> Display entity structure 

5 -> Display node frame structure 

6 -> Remove a node 

7 -> Remove attributes 

of the focus node 

8 -> Save SES to a file 

9 -> Load SES from a file 

10 -> Set focus node 

11 -> Preview expanded structure 

12 -> Expand structure 

13 -> Write structure to a file 

Current focus HIL — select operation —> 

Figure A.l: The SES-KROS menu 

A.3 SES Components 

A.3.1 SES messages 

The SES system adds several new messages to the KROS message set. These messages 
are: 

• Show-SES-Structure 
(tell object-name 'show-ses-structure) 

example: (tell 'robot 'show-ses-structure) 

This message takes no parameters. The message causes the object to to print 
it's substructure including ses-type and indentation to indicate SES children of an 
object. 

• Add-SES-node 
(tell 'ses-root 'add-ses-node :name new-object-name 
[:ses-type type-of-object] [:parent parent-of-object] 
[:slots list of slot-facet-value triple 
lists to be hung on new-object-name]) 
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example: (tell 'ses-root 'add-ses-node :name 'robot 
:ses-type 'entity :parent 'machine-specialization 
:slots ((req-use all-of (none)) (req-speed is high))) 

example: (tell 'ses-root 'add-ses-node :name 'ceo:) 

This message adds a new SES node as a child to a parent node in the SES sys
tem structure. It can, at the user's option, also add slots with facets and values at 
the time of the new objects creation. 
The message requires the parameter :name. There are three other parameters each 
of which has associated default values. 

— ses-type - Legal values for this parameter are: 
* 'entity 
* 'spec 
* 'asp 
* 'md. 

Rudimentary checking is performed to determine if the ses-axioms are valid 
with the choice of ses-type. This parameter defaults to 'entity. 

— parent - Legal values for this parameter are the set of existing SES nodes. 
Rudimentary checking is performed to determine if the ses-axioms are valid 
with the choice of parent. This parameter defaults to the value of the variable 
*ses-focus*. 

— slots - Rudimentary checking is performed to determine if the ses-axioms are 
valid with the slots entered. This parameter defaults to NIL (no slots). 

• Add-SES-attribute 
(tell object-name 'add-ses-attribute attribute-name facet-name 
value [:replace {t/NIL}] [:demons {t/NIL}]) 

example: (tell 'robot 'add-ses-attribute 'speed 'is 'low 
:replace t) 

example: (tell 'robot 'add-ses-attribute 'bogus-slot 'is 'empty) 

This message adds a new slot to an existing object or replaces a slot facet or a 
slot value. If the demons parameter is t then the KROS after-added demon is in
voked if it is tied to the object. The replace parameter and the demons parameter 
both default to NIL (no replacement, no demon invoked). 

• Delete-SES-attribute 
(tell object-name 'delete-ses-attribute slot-name 
[:facet facet-name] [:value value] [:demons {t/NIL}]) 

example: (tell 'robot 'delete-ses-attribute 'color 'is 'red) 
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example: (tell 'robot 'delete-ses-attribute 'color) 

This message deletes a slot from an existing object, or deletes a slot value from 
a slot. The parameters facet, value and demons are optional. The default for these 
parameters is NIL (ie, delete the entire slot, do not invoke an if-deleted demon if it 
exists.) 

• Delete-SES-structure 
(tell object-name 'delete-ses-structure) 

example: (tell 'robot 'delete-ses-structure) 

This message deletes an object and all its associated SES substructure. It gives 
no warnings, or chances to reconsider. 

• Write-SES-structure 
(tell object-name 'write-ses-structure filename string) 

example: (tell 'robot 'write-ses-structure "robot-structure") 

This message, attached to the ses-root and its children, writes the node and its 
SES substructure to a file in KROS text format. 

A.3.2 SES functions 

• BUILD-SES-FRAME - This function places the initial framework for the SES struc
tures into the KROS system. This framework consists of the objects: SES-ROOT, 
ENTITIES, SPECIALIZATIONS, ASPECTS and MULTIPLE-DECOMPOSITIONS 

• CREATE-SES-OBJECT - This function is the workhorse behind the message ADD-
SES-NODE. It performs automatic axiom checking. However, unlike the message 
ADD-SES-NODE, it does not automatically create a multiple-decomposition entity 
when an ses-type md object is created. 

(create-ses-object :name 'cpu :ses-type 'entity 

:ses-parent hardware 

:slots '(('clock-rate 'is 10MHz)) 

• GET-SES-PARENT - This function returns the list of parents of the object passed. 
(By application of uniformity, an object can have multiple parents.) 

(get-ses-parent 'robot) 
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VALID-AXIOM-P - This function accepts an object id, its ses-type, attributes, par
ent, and optionally, :quiet. It tests the proposed object against the SES structure 
built thus far using the SES axioms. The function returns nil if the axioms fail and 
a non-nil value if the axioms hold for this object in the current structure. If quiet 
is non-nil then the routine prints error messages to the screen. 

(valid-axiom-p 'robot 'entity '(size is large) 'machine-spec) 

GET-SES-CHILDREN - This function returns the ses children of an ses object, 

(get-ses-children 'robot) 

SES-STRUCTURE-PRINT - This function is the workhorse of the message show 
ses-structure. It takes, as optional parameters, an object whose sub-structure is to 
be printed and the starting level of indentation for printing. These options default 
to *ses-focus* and zero respectively. 

(ses-structure-print 'robot) 

SES-DELETE - It deletes an object and all its substructures from the knowledge 
base. It gives no warnings or chances to reconsider. 

(ses-delete 'robot) 

SES-SET-FOCUS - This function defines the value of the global symbol *ses-focus* 
which is used as the default object in several functions and messages. 

(ses-set-focus 'robot) 

GET-SES-TYPE - This function returns the ses-type of an object. 

(get-ses-type 'robot) 

SHOW-EXPAND-STRUCT - This function, as a side effect, prints the SES sub
structure which would result from an object's specializations inheriting the structure 
of its decompositions. The operation is applied from the named object downward 
towards the leaf nodes, rather than acquiring all possible inheritable decompositions 
and remapping them. The knowledge base is not actually modified. 
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(show-expand-structure 'robot) 

• EXPAND-STRUCT - This function, as a side effect, rebuilds the SES sub-structure 
of the object passed into that which would result from the object's specializations 
inheriting the structure of its decompositions. The operation is applied from the 
named object downwards toward the leaf nodes, rather than acquiring all possible 
inheritable decompositions and remapping them. The structure of the knowledge 
base may be drastically modified by this operation. 

(expand-struct 'robot) 

• STRUCT-TO-FILE - This function takes a file name as a string and a node name. 
It then writes the SES structure as it would be displayed on screen to the file name 
given. 

(struct-to-file "SES-file.lisp" 'robot) 

A.3.3 Modifications of KROS system functions 

These functions were written to overcome incompatibilities between the KROS system 
and the SUN Common LISP environment [27, 26]. 

• OUTFILE - This function is a direct replacement for a KROS system function. The 
function is used to open a file. The file will then be used to store the LISP version 
of the SES structure. 

• INVERSE-P - This function is a direct replacement for a KROS system function. 
The original crashes, on the SUN, if the parameter is a member of the list of cur
rently defined inverse relations. 

• SAVE-SES - This function is a substitution for the existing KROS function: SAVE-KB. 
The original has conditional reads that seem to indicate machine dependence. This 
function saves only the portion of the system at or below SES-ROOT. User struc
tures that are not children of SES-ROOT would require some other method of 
preservation. This also requires that the KROS system be loaded prior to load
ing the saved SES knowledge base. The knowledge base is saved as unadulterated 
KROS system commands. Therefore, no error-checking is performed as the knowl
edge base is reloaded. This may cause problems if the saved knowledge base file is 
modified. 
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-attrl = 5 

n 1 1 
SI A2 A3 

EA41 EA42 

i— 1 i • 1 i i 
ES11 ES12 EA21 EA22 EA31 EA32 

I 
A4 

Figure A.2: A simple example SES 

A.4 A simple example of the SES-KROS system 

The following simple example illustrates the use of the SES commands to build an 
abstract SES. 

(tell 'ses-root 'add-ses-node 'e :type 'entity 

:parent nil :slots '((attrl is 5))) 

(setf *ses-root-object* 'e) 

(tell 'ses-root 'add-ses-node 'si :type 'spec :parent 'e) 

(tell 'ses-root 'add-ses-node 'a2 :type 'asp :parent 'e) 

(tell 'ses-root 'add-ses-node 'esll :type 'entity :parent 'si) 

(tell 'ses-root 'add-ses-node 'esl2 :type 'entity :parent 'si) 

(tell 'ses-root 'add-ses-node 'ea21 :type 'entity :parent 'a2) 

(tell 'ses-root 'add-ses-node 'ea22 :type 'entity rparent 'a2) 

(ses-set-focus 'ea21) 

(tell 'ses-root 'add-ses-node 'a4 :type 'asp) 

(ses-set-focus 'a4) 

(tell 'ses-root 'add-ses-node 'ea41 :type 'entity) 

(tell 'ses-root 'add-ses-node 'ea42 :type 'entity) 

(ses-set-focus 'e) 

(tell 'ses-root 'add-ses-node 'a3 :type 'asp) 

(ses-set-locus 'a3) 

(tell 'ses-root 'add-ses-node 'ea31 :type 'entity) 

(tell 'ses-root 'add-ses-node 'ea32 :type 'entity) 

(ses-set-focus 'e) 

The set of commands shown above will construct the SES shown in figure A.2. 



APPENDIX B 
SOURCE CODE FOR THE GDS SES SYSTEM 

;;; GDS Knowledge Base 

;;; Construct the root node 

(tell 'ses-root 'add-ses-node 'gds :type 'entity 

:parent nil :slots '((req-use all-of (none)) 

(req-manuf all-of (none)) 

(enduser all-of (none)))) 

(setf *ses-root-object* 'gds) 

;;; construct the children of the root node 

(ses-set-focus 'gds) 

(tell 'ses-root 'add-ses-node 'components :type 'asp) 

;;; construct the children of components 

(ses-set-focus 'components) 

(tell 'ses-root 'add-ses-node 'common :type 'entity) 

(tell 'ses-root 'add-ses-node 'rt :type 'entity) 



(tell 'sea-root 'add-ses-node 'develop :type 'entity) 

;;; Construct the children of common 

(ses-set-focus 'common) 

(tell 'ses-root 'add-ses-node 'common-asp :type 'asp) 

(ses-set-focus 'common-asp) 

(tell 'ses-root 'add-ses-node 'display :type 'entity) 

(tell 'ses-root 'add-ses-node 'cpu :type 'entity) 

;;; Construct the children of cpu 

(ses-set-focus 'cpu) 

(tell 'ses-root 'add-ses-node 'cpu-asp :type 'asp) 

(ses-set-focus 'cpu-asp) 

(tell 'ses-root 'add-ses-node 'processor :type 'entity) 

(tell 'ses-root 'add-ses-node 'mass-storage :type 'entity) 

;;; Construct the children of processor 

(ses-set-focus 'processor) 

(tell 'ses-root 'add-ses-node 'processor-spec :type 'spec) 

(ses-set-focus 'processor-spec) 

(tell 'ses-root 'add-ses-node '10000 :type 'entity) 

(tell 'ses-root 'add-ses-node 'sigma-70 :type 'entity) 



(tell 'ses-root 'add-ses-node 'vaxstation-3520 :type 'entity) 

;;; Construct the children of mass-storage 

(ses-set-focus 'mass-storage) 

(tell 'ses-root 'add-ses-node 'mass-storage-spec :type 'spec) 

(ses-set-focus 'mass-storage-spec) 

(tell 'ses-root 'add-ses-node 'small :type 'entity) 

(tell 'ses-root 'add-ses-node 'medium :type 'entity) 

(tell 'ses-root 'add-ses-node 'large :type 'entity) 

;;; Construct the children of rt 

(ses-set-focus 'rt) 

(tell 'ses-root 'add-ses-node 'rt-md :type 'md) 

(ses-set-focus 'rt#) 

(tell 'ses-root 'add-ses-node 'rt-hardware-asp :type 'asp) 

(tell 'ses-root 'add-ses-node 'rt-software-asp :type 'asp) 

;;; Construct the children of develop 

(ses-set-focus 'develop) 

(tell 'ses-root 'add-ses-node 'develop-md :type 'md) 

(ses-set-focus 'develop#) 



(tell 'ses-root 'add-ses-node 'develop-hardware-asp :type 'asp) 

(tell 'ses-root 'add-ses-node 'develop-software-asp :type 'asp) 

;;; Construct the children of rt-hardware-asp 

(ses-set-focus 'rt-hardware-asp) 

(tell 'ses-root 'add-ses-node 'flight-controls :type 'entity) 

(tell 'ses-root 'add-ses-node 'rt-interface :type 'entity) 

;;; Construct the children of rt-software-asp 

(ses-set-focus 'rt-software-asp) 

(tell 'ses-root 'add-ses-node 'rt-os :type 'entity) 

(tell 'ses-root 'add-ses-node 'graphics-models :type 'entity) 

(tell 'ses-root 'add-ses-node 'rt-interface-monitor :type 'entity) 

(tell 'ses-root 'add-ses-node 'flight-control-monitor :type 'entity) 

;;; Construct the children of rt-os 

(ses-set-focus 'rt-os) 

(tell 'ses-root 'add-ses-node 'rt-os-spec :type 'spec) 

(ses-set-focus 'rt-os-spec) 

(tell 'ses-root 'add-ses-node 'VAXELI :type 'entity) 

(tell 'ses-root 'add-ses-node 'custom rtype 'entity) 



;;; Construct the children of develop-hardware-asp 

(ses-set-focus 'develop-hardware-asp) 

(tell 'ses-root 'add-ses-node 'keyboard :type 'entity) 

(tell 'ses-root 'add-ses-node 'network-interface :type 'entity) 

;;; Construct the children of develop-software-asp 

(ses-set-focus 'develop-software-asp) 

(tell 'ses-root 'add-ses-node 'develop-os :type 'entity) 

(tell 'ses-root 'add-ses-node 'programming-languages :type 'entity) 

(tell 'ses-root 'add-ses-node 'graphical-languages :type 'entity) 

(tell 'ses-root 'add-ses-node 'develop-interface-protocol :type 'entity) 

;;; Construct the children of develop-os 

(ses-set-focus 'develop-os) 

(tell 'ses-root 'add-ses-node 'develop-os-spec :type 'spec) 

(ses-set-focus 'develop-os-spec) 

(tell 'ses-root 'add-ses-node 'VMS :type 'entity) 

(tell 'ses-root 'add-ses-node 'UHIX :type 'entity) 

;;; Construct the children of programming-languages 

(ses-set-focus 'programming-languages) 



(tell 'ses-root 'add-ses-node 'prog-lang-md :type 'md) 

(ses-set-iocus 'programming-languages#) 

(tell 'ses-root 'add-ses-node 'programming-lang-spec :type 'spec) 

(ses-set-focus 'programming-lang-spec) 

(tell 'ses-root 'add-ses-node 'c :type 'entity) 

(tell 'ses-root 'add-ses-node 'ada :type 'entity) 

(tell 'ses-root 'add-ses-node 'FORTRAH :type 'entity) 

;;; Construct the children of graphical-languages 

(ses-set-focus 'graphical-languages) 

(tell 'ses-root 'add-ses-node 'graph-lang-md :type 'md) 

(ses-set-focus 'graphical-languages#) 

(tell 'ses-root 'add-ses-node 'graphical-lang-spec :type 'spec) 

(ses-set-focus 'graphical-lang-spec) 

(tell 'ses-root 'add-ses-node 'phigs :type 'entity) 

(tell 'ses-root 'add-ses-node 'core :type 'entity) 

(tell 'ses-root 'add-ses-node '3D-GMR :type 'entity) 

;;; Construct the children of develop-interface-protocol 

(ses-set-focus 'develop-interface-protocol) 

(tell 'ses-root 'add-ses-node 'develop-interface-protocol-spec 

:type 'spec) 



(ses-set-focus 'develop-interface-protocol-spec) 

(tell 'ses-root 'add-ses-node 'tcp-ip :type 'entity) 

(tell 'ses-root 'add-ses-node 'decnet :type 'entity) 
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APPENDIX C 
RULES USED TO PRUNE THE GDS SES 

Rules for selecting PROCESSOR 

1. IF budget is low and poly-per-sec is low 
THEN VAXSTATION-3520 is selected 

2. IF budget is high and poly-per-sec is low 
THEN 10000 is selected 

3. IF budget is high and poly-per-sec is high 
THEN 10000 is selected 

4. IF budget is medium and poly-per-sec is low 
THEN SIGMA-70 is selected 

5. IF budget is medium and poly-per-sec is high 
THEN SIGMA-70 is selected 

Rules for selecting MASS-STORAGE 

1. IF req-use is real-time 
THEN SMALL is selected 

2. IF req-use is development 
THEN MEDIUM is selected 

3. IF req-use is hybrid 
THEN LARGE is selected 

Rules for selecting RT-OS 

1. IF budget is low and poly-per-sec is low 
THEN VAXELN is selected 

2. IF budget is medium or budget is high or poly-per-sec is medium or poly-per-
sec is high 
THEN CUSTOM is selected 

Rules for selecting DEVELOP-OS 

1. IF budget is low and poly-per-sec is low and req-dec-compatibility is true 
THEN VMS is selected 

2. IF budget is medium or budget is high or poly-per-sec is medium or poly-per-
sec is high 
THEN UNIX is selected 

3. IF req-dec-compatibility is false 
THEN UNIX is selected 

Rules for selecting PROGRAMMING-LANGUAGES 



1. IF end-user is military 
then ADA is selected 

2. IF end-user is dont-care 
then FORTRAN is selected and C is selected 

Rules for selecting DEVELOP-INTERFACE-PROTOCOL 

1. IF req-dec-compatibility is true 
then DECNET is selected 

2. IF req-dec-compatibility is false 
then TCP-IP is selected 

Rules for selecting GRAPHICAL-LANGUAGES 

1. IF budget is low and poly-per-sec is low then PHIGS is selected 
2. IF graphical-standard is required then PHIGS is selected 
3. IF graphical-standard is not-required and budget is medium 

THEN CORE is selected 
4. IF budget is high and graphical-standard is not-required 

THEN 3D-GMR is selected 

Rules for configuring CPU-ASP 

1. IF budget is low and poly-per-sec is low 
THEN CPU-ASP is configurable 

2. IF budget is high or budget is medium 
THEN CPU-ASP is configurable 

Rules for configuring RT-SOFTWARE-ASP 

1. IF budget is high or budget is medium 
THEN RT-SOFTWARE-ASP is configurable 

2. IF budget is low and poly-per-sec is low 
THEN RT-SOFTWARE-ASP is configurable 

Rules for fixing the quantity of RT-MD 

1. IF req-use is real-time or req-use is hybrid 
THEN RT is 1 

2. IF req-use is development 
THEN RT is 0 

Rules for fixing the quantity of DEVELOP-MD 

1. IF req-use is development or req-use is hybrid 
THEN DEVELOP is 1 

2. IF req-use is real-time 
THEN DEVELOP is 0 

Rules for fixing the quantity of PROG-LANG-MD 

1. IF end-user is military 
THEN ADA is 1 

2. IF end-user is dont-care 
THEN C is 1 and FORTRAN is 1 
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